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3m19s: Average Visit Duration

So what do all these numbers mean?  A lot 

of people, from a lot of places, came to our 

site and they stayed around because they 

found the content interesting!

MNMS Book Drives

This year we held Book Drives in 

collaboration with several schools 

and organizations. We collected & 

donated over 6,500 books in CA.

In a special event in collaboration 

with BookEndsTM, 

MNMS@Chaminade sorted an 

additional 8,000+ books to be given 

to underprivileged children.

“The best testimonial was that 

they are interested in doing this 

again. This is beautiful and 

effective leadership of what you 

are inspiring your peers to 

accomplish. Congratulations.”

The Stories

“I had been holding this story in for 

years, thank you MNMS for giving me 

a chance to lift this huge burden off 

me...”

The stories we share inspire the soul, some 

show the potential of the human soul on 

fire, while others are stories of overcoming 

Bullying, Addiction, Abuse and on and on.

Special Mention: Judith Francis’s story, 

The Miracle on 9/11 was played in 

classrooms across the country on 

Sept 11.

MNMS Leaders, Members 

and Legacy Supporters

The heartbeat of the organization.  We are 

blessed with an incredible team from all over 

the country and around the world!

“We believe that MNMS can provide 

a vehicle to inspire others to 

overcome to become the leaders of 

tomorrow.  That’s why we support 

this organization.”



Collaborative Relationships 

and Organizations Supported

Northridge Medical Hospital

UCLA Olive View Hospital

Children's Hospital Los Angeles & 

Davis

BookEndsTM

Teach For AmericaTM

MNMS School Clubs

Here are some comments from the School Faculty that 

have had a chance to interact with a MNMS event.

“It has been an honor to work with MNMS at 

Chaminade. Despite it being in its infancy, MNMS 

has already made a significant impact in the lives 

of many children. The book collection and 

distribution to various children's  hospitals 

brought joy and an escape for these children 

fighting illness…the student leaders of MNMS 

exemplify what it means to be a leader in their 

community and how we all have the ability to 

make change in this world.”

Mr. Williamson, Teacher/Proctor for MNMS@Chaminade

The Voice of our Leaders

We asked some of our Leaders why they got involved and what have they specifically gained by 

being part of the MNMS Community.  Here are some responses:

“Being a part of MNMS has allowed me to make new friends and be a part of something 

important. I have learned that everyone has their own story and that we can all listen to 

each other and live harmoniously.”

“MNMS has been one of the most eye opening experiences of my life. I have grown more 

tolerant, understanding, and compassionate of others through my work with this 

organization. It has easily been the most rewarding thing I have ever done in my life for not 

only myself but for those who I have helped directly and indirectly.”

“MNMS has been a life-changing experience for me. It has taught me lessons and morals 

that I could not have learned anywhere else. It has helped me grow as a person and has 

shown me the capabilities of my talents.”

“Being a part of the My Name My Story team has taught me that something so small like a 

book or to act as one's listening ears can change the way they look at life.”

The Future

The future is exciting at MNMS with our goal of having a MNMS Club across every school, 

Impactful Stories, Community Book Drives and MNMS Live! Events.
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